
Summary Report

Cork County Council  Access Audits - Sch 8

Newton Mount Kennedy

DESCRIPTION ( ) CostQTYQuestion Easting Northing

Priority:Newton Mount Kennedy

9 Town INFORMATION

  

1Priority:Newton Mount Kennedy

1 Town GENERAL ACCESS AND CIRCULATION

1.4 1 5,000There is a bus stop provided on the opposite side of a main road which is only accessible by crossing (Refer to 2.1 record 7). The area has no 
hard standing area nor shelter. This is unsuitable for persons with mobility problems.  Bus Stop along Main Street on outskirts of town 
heading towards the hospital.

27061 05225

2 Town PEDESTRIAN CROSSING POINTS

2.1 1 2,500An uncontrolled crossing is recommended at the crossover point of this main road. No dropped kerb exists and no tactile paving exists. The 
road has fast moving vehicles and speed control measures should be considered to allow persons safe crossing over to the bus stop. Any 
crossing should create a parallel crossing point. There is no standing area/shelter here. Refer to 1.4 for further information.  Bus Stop along 
Main Street on outskirts of town heading towards the hospital..

27061 05224

7 Town HORIZONTAL CIRCULATION

7.7 1 5,000There are a series of crossings in this area that feed up towards a school area but there is a discontinuation of the paths forcing pedestrians 
onto vehicle roads. A review of crossings in this area is required by upgrading the existing crossing points some of which have dropped kerbs 
to allow free access for all persons. As well as a disabled access issue this area has large health and safety implications. Various methods of 
pedestrianisation should be considered including demarcation zones.  Top of O'Neills Row at the school entrance areas.

326650 205812
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Newton Mount Kennedy

DESCRIPTION ( ) CostQTYQuestion Easting Northing

2Priority:Newton Mount Kennedy

1 Town GENERAL ACCESS AND CIRCULATION

1.2 2 3,000Two areas of loose concrete with electrical connections are present on the path, these are trip hazards and require remedial works. It may be 
that they are or were previously lighting stansions for a controlled zebra crossing.  Mid way along Main Street.

26536 06171

2 Town PEDESTRIAN CROSSING POINTS

2.1 2,500An uncontrolled crossing is recommended at the crossover point of a side road. No dropped kerbs nor tactile paving exists. Any uncontrolled 
crossing should create a parallel crossing point. This will allow access over to the public amenities which includes church and car park area. A 
crossing at this point will allow persons to continue down into the town area.  Bottom of road towards Seasons Park.

26525 06404

2.1 1 2,500There is no crossing point in the upper area of this street and although medium levels of traffic were found on the day of the audit, high kerbs 
exists for a lengthy distance making crossing difficult. There is an immediate reason for crossing at this area due to the provision of bus 
stops. An uncontrolled crossing exists further down this street but is realsitically too far to be of benefit for the bus stops.  Bus Stop area 
across from hotel

26526 06258

2.1 1 2,500An uncontrolled crossing is recommended at the crossover point of this main road. No dropped kerb exists and no tactile paving exists. The 
road has fast moving vehicles and speed control measures should be considered to allow persons safe crossing over to the bus stop. Any 
crossing should create a parallel crossing point.  Bus Stop along Main Street on outskirts of town heading towards the hospital

27218 05006

2.1 2 5,000An uncontrolled crossing is recommended at the crossover point of both the hospital entrance and the main road. Some dropped kerbing 
exists but no tactile paving exists. The road has fast moving vehicles and speed control measures should be considered to allow persons safe 
crossing over to the bus stops in the vicinity. Any crossing should create a parallel crossing point.  Entrance to the hospital and crossover at 
the Main Street.

27376 04812

7 Town HORIZONTAL CIRCULATION

7.7 2 400A vehicle crash barrier is located on the hill which is inherently low lying and without colour contrasting on the pedestrian side. A contrasting 
band preferebly with reflective properties should be considered for low level light conditions. Guidance can be found in section 5.3.3 "building 
for everyone" of the NDA.  Mid way up O'Neills Row.

326637 205801
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Newton Mount Kennedy
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3Priority:Newton Mount Kennedy

1 Town GENERAL ACCESS AND CIRCULATION

1.2 50m 5,000An area of path is requiring surfacing as it is both uneven and loose.  Top of road towards seasons park.26474 06556

1.2 1 3,000A section of paving at the join between previous path works is broken, uneven and a trip hazard.  Bottom of road towards seasons park. Near 
road junction onto Main Street.

26517 06335

1.2 6m 3,000An area of poor surfacing exists that is in need of repair.  Across from hotel, near bus stops.26526 06259

2 Town PEDESTRIAN CROSSING POINTS

2.1 1 800There is an uncontrolled junction here but tactiles exist on one side only.  Bottom of Main Street junction with O'Neills Hill.26702 05853

2.1 1 2,500An uncontrolled crossing is recommended at the crossover point of a side road and main road "T" junction. Dropped kerbing exists on one 
side only. The traffic flows are low being the entry point to a cul-de-sac residential area.  Entrance into residential street, mid way along 
O'Neill Row

326589 205749

2.1 1 2,500An uncontrolled crossing is recommended at the crossover point of this main road. A dropped kerb exists on one side only but no tactile 
paving exists. Any uncontrolled crossing should create a parallel crossing point. A crossing at this point will allow persons to continue down 
the road to the bus stop on the other side as well as the bus stop on the near side.  Bus Stop along Main Street on outskirts of town heading 
towards the hospital.

27020 05406

7 Town HORIZONTAL CIRCULATION

7.7 1 200Throughout the town centre area, passage is severly interupted by the common occurrence of steps from residences out into the pedestrian 
walkway. In extreme cases, the passage is all but virtually blocked. In lesser cases, they are a hazard for persons with visual problems due to 
poor contrasting.  Bottom of road towards seasons park. Near road junction onto Main Street.

26526 06345

7.7 1 3,000Off street parking is a persistant problem at several locations within the town. Due to time of day variations and the audit being a snapshot an 
estimate of five locations has been included and this could be in the form of several solutions such as paint markings, high level signage 
restricting parking, bollards etc. Part of the solution  should include secondary measures such as additional controlled parking, out of town 
parking connected with public transport and community education. It was evident that parking at uncontrolled juntions was being practised.  
Throughout the town.

26536 06172

7.11 2 3,000There is a seat provided at the corner of a monoblocked area however this bench is without recommended armrests. Further seats especially 
on the other side of main street should be considered. It is of low priority to change the existing seat. It would be better to invest monies in 
further provision of seating areas and should follow the seating type and recommendations of the guidelines from section 5.3.7 of NDA 
Building for Everyone .  Throughout the town and along Main Street.

26630 05960

10 Town Car Parking

10.7 2 2,160There is a lack of disabled parking bays along key areas of the town and areas of high usage such as shops. A review by road engineers 
should establish need and strategic placement of bays.   Throughout the town.
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Newton Mount Kennedy
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4Priority:Newton Mount Kennedy

1 Town GENERAL ACCESS AND CIRCULATION

1.2 50m 500Some parts of the path in this area, approx. 50m are covered with a thin layer of mud which is very slippy. The mud appears to be coming 
from bordering grassed areas and the cleaning of the paths is an ongoing maintenance issue.  Outskirts of town area, along main street.

26916 05673

2 Town PEDESTRIAN CROSSING POINTS

2.1 1 2,500An uncontrolled crossing is recommended at the crossover point of a side road and main road "T" junction. No dropped kerbing exists. The 
traffic flows are low being the entry point to a cul-de-sac residential area, however passage across the road is difficult due to high kerbing.  
Top of road towards seasons park.

26474 06555

2.1 1 2,500No uncontrolled crossing exists at this area. An uncontrolled crossing is recommended at the crossover point of the side road and main road 
"T" junction. A dropped kerb on both sides currently exist however no tactile paving is present. Any uncontrolled crossing should create a 
parallel crossing point.  Junction at bottom of Main Street next to monoblocked seating area.

26655 05912

7 Town HORIZONTAL CIRCULATION

7.13 1 280Signage for the bus stop is obscured by a hedge and pole.  Bus stop along Main Street on outskirts of town.27020 05405

5Priority:Newton Mount Kennedy

7 Town HORIZONTAL CIRCULATION

7.10 100m 10,000The paths in this area are below the recommended width. It is recommended that they be upgraded as this will also improve the surface and 
the width etc. Access is possible especially if the recommended appropriate crossings are put in place. Foliage is also encroaching into the 
path areas and a maintenance schedule to cut back hedging etc. shold be considered. Approximate costs have been included for budgeting 
purposes.  O'Neills Row.

326650 205811
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